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ABSTRACT
Group activity recognition has received a great deal of interest because of its broader applications in
sports analysis, autonomous vehicles, CCTV surveillance systems and video summarization systems.
Most existing methods typically use appearance features and they seldom consider underlying interaction
information. In this work, a technology of novel group activity recognition is proposed based on multi-modal
relation representation with temporal-spatial attention. First, we introduce an object relation module, which
processes all objects in a scene simultaneously through an interaction between their appearance feature and
geometry, thus allowing the modeling of their relations. Second, to extract effective motion features, an
optical flow network is fine-tuned by using the action loss as the supervised signal. Then, we propose two
types of inference models, opt-GRU and relation-GRU, which are used to encode the object relationship and
motion representation effectively, and form the discriminative frame-level feature representation. Finally,
an attention-based temporal aggregation layer is proposed to integrate frame-level features with different
weights and form effective video-level representations. We have performed extensive experiments on two
popular datasets, and both have achieved state-of-the-art performance. The datasets are the Volleyball dataset
and the Collective Activity dataset, respectively.

INDEX TERMS Group activity recognition; relation representation; motion representation; attention.

I. INTRODUCTION

RESEARCH is intensifying in computer vision-driven
applications. Group activity recognition is a compre-

hensive visual analysis task that has attracted much atten-
tion in sports analysis, automatic video surveillance sys-
tems, computer-aided diagnosis, and video summarization
systems [10], [33], [36], [37].

In recent years, collective activity recognition has made
great progress with the development of deep learning [2],
[9], [19], [20], [25], [29], [32], [38]. Typically, they first
extract person-level features using a convolutional neural net-
work (CNN). Then, to generate scene-level feature, a global
module needs to be designed to integrate these person-level
features. In existing works, appearance features are typically

used. In fact, in many application scenarios, such as sports
videos, motion information is important for understanding
actions. In order to understand what is happening in a sce-
nario involving multiple people, the designed model needs
to describe not only the individual behavior of each person
in context but also infer the intergroup interaction. Modeling
and inferring relevant relation between persons is important
for understanding group behavior [1], [5], [9], [19], [20],
[24], [29], [38]. However, existing work usually considers
individual action tags and group activity tags separately,
rather than understanding the interaction information be-
tween them, thus modeling the relationship between persons
is very challenging. Furthermore, there is also a dependency
between motion information and the visual cues of each
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actor. Therefore, relations between actors are expected to be
inferred from other aspects, such as appearance features and
motion information.

In ours work, we first introduce a relation module based
on self-attention to model relations between actors in a
more flexible and efficient manner, which can automatically
learn the connection between actors from video data. This
is inspired by attention modules in the natural language
processing field [3], [34]. The attention mechanism has been
successfully applied to certain visual tasks. Different from
traditional attention weights, the proposed relationship mod-
ule introduces a new geometric weight in addition to the
original attention module’s original weights. The proposed
geometric weights can model the spatial relationships be-
tween targets, and also consider the relative geometry of
them, so the module can keep the translation invariant. This
is important for activity recognition. Second, Laura et al. [39]
believed that using action classification loss instead of EPE
as a final loss function to train optical flow network can
improve action recognition performance. Inspired by this, an
optical flow network PWC-Net [40] is fine-tuned by using the
action loss as the supervised signal, which is more suitable
for activity recognition.

Next, we find that the visual concepts in most multiplayer
scenes are composed of motion information, targets, and
relationships, and where different targets are organized in
a structured way. Group activity recognition is a context
information inference problem based on fine-grained details
of objects. To effectively infer the relationship between the
actor’s motion information and the relationship between vi-
sual cues, two gated recurrent unit (GRU)-based inference
models are introduced as the units for storing this informa-
tion: opt-GRU and relation-GRU. The former expresses the
relationship between object motion information and visual
cues, and the latter expresses the relationship between object
position information and visual cues. In this work, we use
a GRU to construct graphs for each individual actor, where
nodes are expressed by actors, and relationships between ac-
tors are expressed by edges. Importantly, objects can receive
messages from motion information and other objects related
to it. Thus, we think that the state of the object is determined
by fine-grained appearance features, motion information, and
the geometric location relationship between it and other
objects. Because group activity inference is closely related
to the individual state, the state of each individual actor is
considered simultaneously for global activity inference.

Finally, we believe that each frame in a video contributes
differently to the activity recognition in the temporal. The
attention-based temporal aggregation layer (ATAL) is pro-
posed to integrate frame-level features with different weights
and to further obtain the fused video-level features for group
activity recognition.

Based on the above, the main contributions are summa-
rized as follows:
• A novel approach is introduced to express the relation-

ship and motion information between objects for group

activity recognition.

• The opt-GRU and relation-GRU-based inference model
is proposed using GRUs. The former expresses the rela-
tionship between object motion information and visual
cues; and the latter expresses the relationship between
object position information and visual cues. The result-
ing fusion of the two parts forms a frame-level feature
representation.

• The ATAL is proposed to further obtain the fused
sequence-level features based on the attention mecha-
nism and infer the final result.

• We performed extensive experiments on two popular
datasets, and both have achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. The datasets are the Volleyball dataset and the
Collective Activity dataset, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK
Group activity recognition is a comprehensive analytical
task that has developed rapidly in recent years. The related
techniques involved in the method are explained as follows:

Group activity recognition. Different from the early
works, most recent work of group activity recognition has be-
gun to introduce deep methods, which is due to the successful
breakthrough of neural networks in the field of computer
vision. Many recent depth-based studies on group activity
identification leverage the recurrent neural network (RNN)
modeling of activity recognition because of its ability to
handle sequence problems. [21] is the first work to leverage
RNNs for group activity recognition. It uses LSTM networks
to model individuals and pools their representations into a
specific LSTM for final recognition. [16] utilizes attention
pooling to give key roles higher importance. [20] intro-
duces person-centered features as input to the hierarchical
LSTM. Wang et al. [38] introduced a three-level model. An
LSTM models every actor by this method. The output of
these LSTMs are grouped in spatio-temporally and finally
processed into group representations for scene-level predic-
tion. [9] uses RNN for message passing and builds a graph
containing actors and group nodes. In order to simultaneously
capture the appearance and location relationship between
persons, [41] constructed a person relation graph. However,
these methods generally lack an efficient coding manner for
rich multi-modal feature information. The connections of
the ARG are controlled by some gating functions. In [42],
the authors implemented image-text matching. They use
the GRU to infer global semantics for these relationship-
enhanced features and select the discriminative information
for the entire scene representation. Our work shares a similar
spirit to [42].

Dense Optical Flow. Dense optical flow was proposed by
Baker et al. [17]. It describes how the pixels point to move
between video frames. Then, two-stream methods emerged.
This is an architecture used to capture the temporal structure
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and achieved the best performance at the time in the field
of action recognition. A two-stream architecture [7], [26],
[27], [33] typically contains two parallel networks adapted
from the image recognition papers (VGG [23]). One of these
networks is a spatial stream, which takes one or more RGB
images as input. The others is a temporal stream, which
takes one or more flow fields as input. The predictions of
each network are combined to output the final label during
testing. Many basic structural variants have appeared [6],
[8], [22]. Intuitively, it would seem that motion trajectory
representation by optical flow contains information useful for
action recognition. Inspired by [39], which is an effective
method for extracting optical flow, we fine-tune the optical
flow network PWC-Net [40] using the action loss as the
supervised signal to extract the optical flow features of the
effective video sequence as the motion representation.

Relation modeling. Relation modeling is an active re-
search area. Graph-based methods [30] have been very pop-
ular in recent years and have been shown to be an efficient
approach to relation reasoning. Graph convolution networks
(GCN) [12] have been proposed for semi-supervised classifi-
cation. Yao et al. [28] trained a visual relationship detection
model on the Visual Genome dataset [18] and used a GCN-
based encoder to encode the detected relationship informa-
tion into an image captioning framework. By contrast, mod-
eling human-to-human interactions have been explored to be
important for identifying events in videos, such as [13], [15].
However, these models have a serious problem that is the
high computational complexity. Therefore, we introduce an
object-relation module that takes advantage of the attention
mechanism in natural language processing while taking into
account the appearance and geometric features of the object.

III. APPROACH
A. OVERVIEW STRUCTURE
Our objective is to explore rich contextual information to
construct a group activity recognition framework that explic-
itly takes relationships between actor-actor and actor-motion
information into consideration. In this paper, we present a
graph G = (Ai, Ei↔j , Oi) to model the graphical problem,
where Ai, Oi, Ei↔j denote each actor (node), individual
optical flow information, and the edge (relationship) be-
tween object nodes, respectively. Importantly, a global se-
mantic inference structure is designed to propagate informa-
tion between different objects and motion fields iteratively.
The overview structure is shown in Figure 1, pre-given the
video sequence and bounding box (B-Box) of the person
in the scene. First, we uniformly sample k frames of video
frames and extract the feature vector of each person from
the sampled frames. Reference for our feature extraction
method is [41], we extract multi-scale feature maps for each
frame using Inception-v3 [35]. We apply RoI-Align in Mask-
RCNN [14] to extract each actor’s B-Box feature map from
the frame. After that, the d-dimensional appearance feature
vector of each person is obtained by passing the aligned
features through an fc layer. The total number of actor’s B-

Boxes in the K frame is expressed as N, and the feature vector
of each object is represented as a matrix of size N × d. The
details are introduced in Sec. IV-A.

Then, we model the relationship between actor-actor and
actor-motion information based on these primitive features of
the actor. Next, we obtain the fused frame-level features by
leveraging opt-GRU and relation-GRU. Finally, the ATAL is
proposed to further obtain the fused sequence-level features
based on the attention mechanism and infer the final result.
The details are introduced in the following sections.

B. GRAPH CONSTRUCTION AND MESSAGE PASSING
We use graph structure to model the relation information
between actors to understand the group behavior that occurs
in the video. Our design inspiration comes from relational
reasoning and graph neural networks [12], [31]. To explicitly
model the relationship between actor-actor and actor-motion
patterns, we need to consider the appearance, geometric
features, and motion information of the actor.

Motion pattern representation. To the best of our knowl-
edge, most recent group activity recognition tasks do not
make good leverage of the object’s motion information.
According to the work of Laura Sevilla-Lara et al. [39],
optical flow contains information useful for action recogni-
tion; fine-tuning the optical flow network through the action
recognition loss can improve action recognition performance.
We follow this conclusion, using PWC-Net trained on the
UCF101 dataset to fine-tune the Volleyball and Collective
Activity datasets, respectively, local optical flow extraction
based on the position of each actor, and unified reshape a
vector with a size K dimension, which is expressed as a
motion pattern in the video.

Relation module construction. To construct the relational
expression between actors, we refer to [34]. Include the query
and key in the original structure input of [34] with dimensions
dk and dv , respectively. The similarity between the query and
all keys is obtained by performing a dot product operation.
The weight of values needs to be obtained by executing a
soft-max function. Given a query q, all keys (K), and values
(V), the output value is the weighted average over the input
values:

V out = softmax

(
qKt

√
dk

)
V (1)

In our relationship module construction, including the
appearance features fA and geometric features fG of each
actor in the video. In our task, fA is extracted by the pre-
trained CNN, and fG is expressed as the four-dimensional
B-Box of each actor (the coordinates of the upper left corner
x, y, and the width and height of the box).

Given the input set
{
f iA, f

i
G

}N
i=1

(N is the number of
actors), the relation feature fR (i) of the entire object set with
respect to the ith actor, is computed as:

fR (i) =
∑
j

W ij ·
(
WV · f jA

)
(2)
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FIGURE 1: Illustration of the overview structure. The pipeline starts from the left-top corner of the figure. First, each person’s
appearance features are extracted from the sampled frames through the pre-trained network, as well as the optical flow
representation of adjacent frames. Secondly, the appearance features of each actor and its location information are input to the
relation-module to obtain the initial relation feature expression. Next, we input relational features and optical flow features into
Relation-GRU and Opt-GRU respectively, where the input of the initial hidden layer of the GRU is the individual appearance
features of the sampling frame (shown as nodes in the figure). Using opt-GRU and Relation-GRU can obtain fused frame-level
features. Finally, the left-bottom corner of the figure is the ending of the entire pipeline, showing that we use ATAL to further
obtain fusion sequence-level features and infer the final result.

The output is a weighted sum of appearance features
of other actors, linearly transformed by WV . The relation
weight W ij indicates the impact from other objects :

W ij =
W ij

G · eW
ij
A∑

kW
kj
G · eW

kj
A

(3)

Appearance weight W ij
A is computed as:

W ij
A =

Wkf
j
A

⊙
Wqf

i
A√

dk
(4)

WK and WQ project the original features f iA and f jA into
subspaces.

⊙
represents the dot product:

W ij
G = nonlinear

{
WG · FG

(
f iG, f

j
G

)}
(5)

Following the strategy in [34], the geometric features of
two actors are mapped into high-dimensional space, and
expression by FG. The mapped feature is transformed byWG

into a scalar and a nonlinearity operation is performed. Re-
lations between objects with certain geometric relationships
are preserved by performing non-linear operations. Finally,
the relationships between each pair of actors are reshaped
into N × N × K dimensions, where N is the number of actors
and K is the relationship feature size.

Message passing. For each node, messages need to be
received from multiple places, how to encode these messages
is the key. Therefore, we have designed a function that can
not only save the details of the nodes, but also fuse the
incoming messages into meaningful expressions. According
to the research, RNN can map from the integrated historical
input to each output, and its internal recurrent connections
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can keep the historical information of the previous input in
the network state to affect the final output [11]. In this paper,
we choose GRU [4] as the memory machine because it is an
effective lightweight variant of RNN.

First, we briefly present the important components of a
GRU. The reset gate r and update gate z are expressed as
follows:

r = σ (Ur · concat (x, ht)) (6)

z = σ (Uz · concat (x, ht)) (7)

where σ is the sigmoid function, concat() is the vector
concate operation, Ur and Uz are learnable weight matrices,
and ht is the previous hidden layer state.

The activation unit ht+1 we use is expressed as follows:

ht+1 = zht+1 + (1− z) ĥ (8)

ĥ = tanh
(
Ux + V

(
r
⊙

ht

))
(9)

where tanh denotes the tanh activation function, Ux and
V are weight matrices, and

⊙
denotes element-wise multi-

plication.According to the above formulations, we can find
that the memory cell controls the hidden state to discard
any information that is not related to the input through the
r. In addition, since the memory cell controls the amount
of information from the previous state to the current hidden
state, the update gate z can represent the information passing
through it more compactly.

GRU can store long-term content, and its initial state is
usually randomly generated. We leverage GRU to encode
messages of different modalities into object states. Then, we
take the object appearance features as the initial state of the
GRU, and the actor’s motion information as the message
input to encode the message from the motion expression. A
GRU memory cells can learn to discard certain parts that are
not relative to the motion context or use motion context to en-
hance certain parts of the object’s state. Furthermore, we take
the object appearance features information as the initial state
of the GRU again, and input integration messages from other
nodes to encode messages from other actors. Memory cells
update hidden objects by filtering relative information. The
relationship between objects changes as their state updates.

Message encoding. A set of GRU is proposed to encode
the two types of messages above from the motion represen-
tation and other actors to the node, which are opt-GRUs and
relation-GRUs respectively. Each node is updated according
to the graph in the GRU structure, as shown in Figure 2.

The opt-GRU takes the node’s visual feature fai as an
initial hidden state, and takes the motion message of all
actor’s concatenate feature mo

i as input, which is exactly
from each actor’s motion representation foi illustration in the
top part of Figure 2. Here, opt-GRU selects key information
through learning to update node state. Wj→i is an initialized
learnable weight matrix:

mo
i = max

j∈V
pooling (Wj→i ∗ foi ) (10)

The relationship-GRU is designed to encode messages
from other objects. In this study, an integrated messagemr

i is
needed to be achieved. Relation-GRU updates each node by
filtering and retaining part of the message. Messages passed
to ai from other nodes contribute differently to each object. In
order to express the impact of aj on ai, we added the relation
module rj→i. Illustration in the bottom part of Figure 2, ai is
denotes the integrated message to node:

mR
i = max

j∈V
pooling (rj→i ∗ fai ) (11)

where

rj→i = fR (n) (12)

The messages from other nodes and motion representation
are received by node ai. Finally, we obtain the entire repre-
sentation ht+1, which is the node state. After comparing 3
routine operations (concatenation, max-pooling and average-
pooling), we empirically perform the average-pooling here:

ht+1 =
1

2

(
hot+1 + hrt+1

)
(13)

where hot+1 is the output of the opt-GRU and hrt+1 is
the relation-GRU’s output. ht+1 is our frame-level feature
output.

C. GLOBAL INFORMATION INTEGRATION AND
REASONING
Attention-based temporal aggregation layer (ATAL). Ac-
cording to Sec. III-B, we obtain the frame-level feature, but
temporal information is more important for video clips. We
believe that each frame in a video contributes differently
to the entire event in the temporal. Therefore, we leverage
the semantic graph between frames to further integrate tem-
poral information to form sequential-level attention, which
we call the ATAL. In this study, we follow the multi-head
attention setting in [34]. First, we provide a set of frame
features h = {h1, h2...hn} as node features, where n is the
number of nodes; the frame feature is ht+1 of the n frames
obtained from Eq. 13. Then, a new set of node features,
h

′
=
{
h

′

1, h
′

2...h
′

n

}
, is produced as its output. To obtain

sufficient expressive power to transform the input features
into higher-level features, a learnable linear transformation
is required. To achieve this, a shared linear transformation,
parametrized by a weight matrix W, is applied to each node.
Furthermore, perform a shared attentional mechanism ȧ to
node, computes attention coefficients eij :

eij = ȧ (Whi,Whj) (14)

Next, we incorporate the graph structure into the mecha-
nism by performing masked attention, which means that we
only compute eij for nodes, where Ni is some neighborhood
of node i in the graph. Then, we normalize the weight
coefficients using the soft-max function:
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FIGURE 2: Illustration of GRU inference. Message mo
1→i from a1 to ai is controlled by learnable relation weight W1→i and

the messages from all other actors are aggregated as mo
i to be fed to the opt-GRU. Then, message mr

1→i from a1 to ai is
controlled by relation r1→i and the messages from all other actors are aggregated as mr

i to be fed to the relation-GRU. The
opt-GRU and relation-GRU’s initial states are both ai feature fai . Finally, the two sets of GRU output mentioned previously are
assembled as the final updated node state.

aij = softmaxj (eij) (15)

To get the final output features for each node, we use the
normalization coefficients to calculate linear combinations of
features corresponding to them:

h
′

i = σ

∑
j∈Ni

aijWhj

 (16)

We perform a multi-head attention operation on the predict
layer, where employ averaging, and delay applying the soft-
max for final classification.

The classification of the entire model is combined with the
cross-entropy loss, and the comprehensive loss is expressed
as:

Lfinal = LGroup (yG, ŷG) (17)

where LGroup() is the cross-entropy loss, yG denote the
ground-truth tags, and ŷG is the predictions to group activity
(i.e., h

′

i).

IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In this section, we present the implementation details of the
method. First, we leveraged the action loss as a supervisory
signal to fine-tune the optical flow network PWC-Net; the
training set and test set were completely consistent with
the subsequent recognition tasks. To extract the optical flow
features of the effective video sequence as motion representa-
tion, the optical flow feature was 1024d. Then, following the
same backbone network and settings in [41], we extracted
the feature of each actor from each frame as the individual
feature representation. The feature size was n*1024d, where
n is the number of nodes. The relation module designed to in-
fer the relational for each frame was a feature vector with the
dimension n*n*64d. Further, we fed the previous optical flow
representation, relation features, and individual appearance
features as inputs to the opt-GRU and relation-GRU; thus,
a 1024d frame-level integrated feature representation was
obtained. Finally, the frame-level feature representation of
nf*1024d (nf=10 indicates the number of integrated frames,
the label provided by [41]) was fed to the ATAL to obtain the
final classification feature vector; the size was 1024d. For the
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case in which there may be inconsistencies in the number of
nodes in each frame of the video, we used the largest frame
with the long side to complete the sequence; the number of
nodes for the Volleyball dataset was set to 12, and that of the
Collective Activity dataset was set to 13. The model used
pytorch1.2.0 as the implementation framework, the Adam
optimizer, and a batch size of 256 for 100-epoch training. The
computing device hardware for the experimental application
was the Intel(R) Xeon E5-2603, Nvidia GTX1080TI.

B. DATASET
To evaluate our results, our framework was implemented on
two popular benchmarks: the Collective Activity dataset, and
the Volleyball dataset.

Collective Activity [5] contains 44 video clips, including
5 collective actions, crossing, waiting, queueing, walking,
and talking; and 6 individual actions, N/A, crossing, waiting,
queuing, walking, and talking. The collective activity tag is
predicted based on the majority of people’s actions. Accord-
ing to the same experimental setup as in [41], we used the
tracking data provided in it, where 2/3 of the video clips in the
dataset were used for training and the remainder for testing.

Volleyball [20] contains 55 Volleyball videos and 4,830
labeled video frames. Each actor has a 4-dimensional bound-
ing box coordinate and a personal action tag. The personal
action tag including waiting, setting, digging, falling, spik-
ing, blocking, jumping, moving and standing, but this is only
marked in the middle frame of the video. The frame-level tags
for group activity including: right set, right spike, right pass,
right win point, left win point, left pass, left spike, and left set.
Our training and testing strategy refers to [41]. Each video
clip is centered on the annotated frame and 10 frames are
selected for training and testing. We also used the trajectory
data provided in [2] in this study.

C. COMPARISON EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the proposed method with some
existing methods in detail in Table 1 and 2. Our results were
obtained using an Inception-v3 backbone network. We do
not show the results from using other backbone networks
(e.g., VGG16) because the performance differences were
negligible. Simultaneously, only the annotations given by
the dataset were used in our model. There was no proposal
experiment because this deviates from our original intention.

Comparison on the Collective Activity dataset. We first
evaluated the proposed model on the Collective Activity
dataset. In Table 1, we can see the results and comparisons
with existing methods. Our approach achieved the highest
performance, with 91.2% recognition accuracy.

Comparison on the Volleyball dataset. Table 2 shows the
comparison results on the Volleyball dataset. The proposed
method surpassed all the state-of-the-art methods by a good
margin, thereby achieving the new top performance. The
backbone of the proposed model is Inception-v3, and the fea-
ture extraction strategy is the same as [41], and outperformed
it by about 1% on recognition accuracy because our model

TABLE 1: Comparison on the Collective Activity dataset

Method Backbone performance
Cardinality Kernel None 83.4%
SIM AlexNet 81.2%
HDTM AlexNet 81.5%
CERN VGG16 87.2%
stageNet VGG16 89.1%
SBGAR Inception-V3 86.1%
LARG Inception-V3 91.0%
OURS Inception-V3 91.2%

TABLE 2: Comparison on the Volleyball dataset

Method Backbone performance
CERN VGG16 83.3%
stageNet VGG16 89.3%
HRN VGG16 89.5%
HDTM AlexNet 81.9%
SSU Inception-V3 90.6%
LARG Inception-V3 92.5%
OURS Inception-V3 93.49%

can leverage relation information between the actor and
motion representation effectively. Our method outperformed
recent methods [19] and RNN-based [29], mostly because we
explicitly model the appearance and position relation graph.
The performance comparison in Table 2 fully proves that
the proposed method is effective in the use of relationship
information in multiple person scene.

D. QUANTITATIVE AND VISUALIZATION ANALYSIS
Collective Activity dataset. The comparison results illus-
tration in Table 1. The proposed model outperforms most
existing methods in group activity recognition performance.
As we can see, the proposed model achieved a 9% higher ac-
curacy than image-based and person-based methods, mostly
because of our GRU-based semantic graph with the itera-
tive message passing scheme. Moreover, only the proposed
method effectively combines the motion pattern into the
model. The cardinality kernel approach [43] had the best
performance before the depth method appeared. This method
makes predictions by directly counting the number of indi-
vidual actions, and it is a non-deep method. Additionally,
we drew the confusion matrix based on our model, shown
in Figure 3. We observe that there were also some low
performance cases, which was probably because some action
classes were highly similar, but the overall performance still
proves the effectiveness of our framework.

Volleyball dataset. The comparison results illustration
in Table 2. The proposed model outperforms most existing
methods in performance, and also highly competitive with
the best ‘LARG’ method. Moreover, the proposed model out-
performed other RNN-based methods by about 5% because
the proposed GRU containing semantic graph that can inte-
grate the relationships between actor-actor and actor-motion
patterns simultaneously. ATAL further improved recognition
performance, which means that each frame in a video con-
tributed differently to the entire event in temporal. We visu-
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FIGURE 3: Confusion matrices for the Collective Activity
dataset

FIGURE 4: Confusion matrices for the Volleyball dataset

ally depict the attentional heat map that identifies semantic
graph inference in Figure 5. Moreover, the confusion matrix
of the proposed method illustration in Figure 4. From the
figure, we can see the intuitive results.

FIGURE 5: Visualization of results on the Volleyball dataset.
The attention of the representation is obtained by calculating
correlations between the final image representation and each
actor feature. The attention weights decrease along with the
colors changing from red to blue.

TABLE 3: Ablation studies for various module recognition
accuracies on the Volleyball dataset

Opt-GRU Relation-GRU ATAL Performance

(a) X 91.92%
(b) X 92.30%
(c) X X 93.12%
(d) X X 92.03%
(e) X X 92.80%
(f) X X X 93.49%

E. ABLATION STUDIES
In this section, we have done a lot of ablation research
on the volleyball dataset. The purpose of these studies is
to explanation the contribution of each component in the
proposed method, detail is shown in Table 3.

To verify the validity of opt-GRU and relation-GRU, we
only used the opt-GRU or relation-GRU as the final frame-
level feature expression, as shown in Table 3(a) and (b),
respectively, and then combined the results of averaging
the representation of 10 frames. We also considered, for
example, the maximum and voting, but the average result was
the best. The same as the verification method just mentioned,
but the integration features of opt-GRU and relation-GRU are
used as the feature expression of the frame-level, as shown
in Table 3(c). By contrast, to test the validity of ATAL, the
opt-GRU and relation-GRU, and ATAL fusion were used to
identify events, as shown in Table 3(d) and (e). Finally, Table
3(f) shows the results for the combination of three parts of
the module, and the effectiveness of the key components is
evident.
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We evaluated the effectiveness of these main components
in the proposed method. Then we explored how to conduct an
effective fusion of the two separated updated hidden states ho
and hr of nodes obtained by the modules of the opt-GRU and
relation-GRU, respectively. To integrate these two modules,
we performed in three ways: max-pooling, average-pooling,
and concatenation. Average-pooling performed the best. In
the GRU structure, there is an important parameter called the
time step. We also studied the impact of time step parameters
on model performance. After a lot of verification, two is the
most suitable time step parameter because the model gets
the best performance. When the time step parameter exceeds
two, the model performance gradually decreases; the possible
reason is that the noise message begins to affect graphical
inference.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we proposed a novel group activity recognition
method to jointly use actor-motion information and actor-
actor relationships. To effectively encode these types of in-
formation, we proposed a semantic inference network based
on GRUs: opt-GRU and relation-GRU. Furthermore, from
the temporal perspective, the obtained frame-level features
of the two inference modules were integrated to further
obtain fused sequence-level features based on the attention
mechanism and infer the final result. Comprehensive abla-
tion experiments and visualization results showed that each
key component of our model was helpful for understanding
group activity efficiently. Simultaneously, we evaluated on
two standard benchmarks, thereby demonstrating that the
proposed method achieved results competitive with state-of-
the-art methods. In future work, we will further explore more
modal feature fusions to build object relations in group events
for group activity recognition.
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